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GOAL

Although the essence of Judo is achieving the ultimate development of itself and the contribution to society many people perceive Judo as 

rough combat sport. For this reason the goal of this paper is to explore perceived legitimacy of unsportsmanlike behavior in men judokas.

METHODS

28 male judokas in the age of 14 to 20 years have fulfilled the questionnaire for the assessment of perceived legitimacy of unsportsmanlike 

conduct. 

The questionnaire (PLNP) has 14 items describing physical aggression, verbal aggression and cheating. The participant assesses the 

acceptability of each type of behavior on a Likert five-point scale. The degree of perceived legitimacy can be obtained on the basis of 

answers on each questionnaire item, the results on the subscales – Legitimacy of Serious Fouls, Legitimacy of Less Serious Fouls, and 

Legitimacy of Verbal Aggression – or on the basis of the total result. Psychometric characteristics of the questionnaire were tested on the 

sample of 251 students of Faculty of Kinesiology. Principal components factor analysis revealed a simple and semantically interpretable 

factor structure. Cronbach’s reliability coefficients ranged from 0.77-0.86, while test-retest reliability ranged from 0.67-0.85. Multiple 

regression analyses revealed different relations of gender, sport experience, and competition level with PLNP subscales. Developed 

questionnaire showed satisfactory psychometric characteristics and it can be used for the assessment of perceived legitimacy of serious 

fouls, less serious fouls, and verbal aggression in sports environment.

The Questionnaire of Perceived Legitimacy of Unsportsmanlike Conduct – PLUC (Greblo, Gruić, Ohnjec, Segedi and Pedišić, 2010.)

This questionnaire consists of a list of statements about 

different types of sports behavior. 

On a scale from 1-5, please evaluate how acceptable you 

find the behavior from each statement in a:

1 – completely unacceptable

2 – mostly unacceptable

3 – I am  not sure

4 – mostly acceptable

5 – completely acceptable

5432114. Bribing the referee.

5432113. Loud disparaging remarks on the competency of one’s own coach during a bad match. 

5432112. Fighting in the locker room after a team-mate’s mistake lead to the team’s loss.

5432111. Not admitting guilt after committing a foul.

5432110. Insulting the opposing team’s coach.

543219.  Taunting the opposing player sitting on the bench. 

543218. Bribing the opposing player to ensure a victory in an important match. 

543217. Pulling an opposing player's jersey.

543216. Lying whether the ball was of the play.

543215. Pushing the opposing player during jump.

543214. Falsely accusing an opposing player of committing a foul.

543213. Verbal humiliation of players by a coach during the match. 

543212. Shouting at team-mates when they make a mistake. 

54321
1. Disclosing the tactics of one’s own team to the opposing team for personal gain (e.g. 

money).

The results of assessment of unsportsmanlike conduct  for male judokas

0,3149702,0000001,0000001,1071432814. Bribing the referee.

0,9200875,0000001,0000001,4285712813. Loud disparaging remarks on the competency of one’s own coach during a bad match. 

0,6929353,0000001,0000001,4642862812. Fighting in the locker room after a team-mate’s mistake lead to the team’s loss.

1,1930135,0000001,0000002,3571432811. Not admitting guilt after committing a foul.

0,7800424,0000001,0000001,3571432810. Insulting the opposing team’s coach.

1,0312584,0000001,0000001,785714289.  Taunting the opposing player sitting on the bench. 

0,5909374,0000001,0000001,142857288. Bribing the opposing player to ensure a victory in an important match. 

1,1455005,0000001,0000002,857143287. Pulling an opposing player's jersey.

1,1049434,0000001,0000001,964286286. Lying whether the ball was of the play.

1,3622855,0000001,0000002,821429285. Pushing the opposing player during jump.

1,1097214,0000001,0000001,750000284. Falsely accusing an opposing player of committing a foul.

0,8544934,0000001,0000001,714286283. Verbal humiliation of players by a coach during the match. 

1,1683664,0000001,0000002,571429282. Shouting at team-mates when they make a mistake. 

1,1001445,0000001,0000001,607143281. Disclosing the tactics of one’s own team to the opposing team for personal gain (e.g. money).
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The results showed that judokas have average result of 1,85 points that indicate that judokas have low tolerance on unsportsmanlike 

behavior. If the different types of subscales are analyzed one can see that the lowest tolerance judokas have for serious fouls (1,33) than for 

the verbal aggression (1,77) and a bit higher tolerance for less serious fouls (2,35). The highest score judokas had in item which examined 

opinion in situation: “Pushing the opposing player during jump”. The situation from soccer game judokas do not find so unfair, probably 

because all kind of pushing are present in judo bout and judokas do not perceive them as something very rough. Unlike this behavior, 

minimum tolerance judokas have for situations: bribing the referee (1,107) and  bribing the opposing player to ensure a victory in an 

important match (1,14). This kind of behavior is opposed to the principles of judo and judokas have strong negative attitude towards it.


